
School Grant Name Description Requestor Grade Amount

West Dodge 

Station 

Elementary

Bee-Bot Coding 

Robot

Bee-bots are robots that are designed specifically for young students. They are an 

easy-to-operate tool that does not require a device. They are perfect for teaching 

coding, sequencing, estimation, and problem-solving. Students can enter up to 40 

commands to send the Bee-bot through the desired course. Bee-bots blink and beep 

at the conclusion of each command to allow children to follow the Bee-bot through 

their program. Bee-bots will be used with students in Kindergarten-2nd to help teach 

coding. Because of their ease of use, students of all levels will be able to learn how to 

code a robot through a course successfully. This will inspire them to enter more 

creative and complex command sequences. Bee-bots have been approved via a 

previous Form B for all elementary media centers

Jerilyn 

Lampert
K-2nd $615 

West Dodge 

Station 

Elementary

Clear Touch 

Interactive Panel

My reason for submitting a proposal for new classroom technology is due to my current 

SMARTboard technology not working effectively. Several people have attempted to 

correct the issues, and it has worked temporarily, but then it quits working again. The 

hardware and software are no longer working effectively for me to present my students 

the necessary curriculum as well as other specialist teachers . Replacing the projector 

would allow my instruction to be relevant to the needs of students, and allow them the 

opportunity to experience all of the curriculum components. With updated technology, 

my goal is to continue to present the curriculum, but with enhanced engagement 

opportunities for students.

Mackenzie 

Lammel
3rd $4,200 

West Dodge 

Station 

Elementary

ClearTouch 

Interactive Panel

The ClearTouch Interactive Panel will replace my current projector/screen in room 203 

at WDS. My current projector has required me to complete several help desk tickets to 

have my projector/SMART Board looked at multiple times by district techs with each of 

them commenting "It looks like you are in need of a new SMART Board." My bulb is 

close to maximum hours and my concern is, if my bulb burns out, I will not be able to 

effectively teach my students content with the interactive features of Pearson, 

Wonders, and our FOSS Units, because district wide, there are no replacement bulbs. 

With a ClearTouch Interactive Panel, my students would no longer have difficulties 

seeing lessons on my SMART Board, they will be able to participate in lessons 

interactively, and the two large windows in my room would not effect the panel. I feel 

that my students could really benefit from a ClearTouch Intereactive Panel in my 

classroom.

Heather 

Wees
2nd $4,200 

West Dodge 

Station 

Elementary

IXL English 

Language Arts 

Subscription

IXL Language Arts will benefit students in kindergarten through fifth grades for both 

intervention and enrichment, as well as both during school hours and at home. After 

having access in 2018-2019, we discovered how many of the skills we access that this 

program has available. The IXL Language Arts program focuses on a variety of skills 

for students to help us reach our building wide smart goal in the area of language arts. 

Teachers also love IXL because they can see their students' progress immediately, 

parents have this access as well. They are able to see exactly which problems 

students miss, where trouble spots may be, how they have progressed over time, and 

how much knowledge they have truly understood and retained. The data provided by 

this program is a helpful tool for differentiating instruction for all students.

Christine 

Crisman-

Maser

K-5th $4,513 

West Dodge 

Station 

Elementary

Ozobots

The purpose of this project is to inspire students to become engage in learning skills 

needed to succeed in the digital age of learning. Ozobot STEM education program 

presents programs in an innovative way that teaches subjects like math, science, 

creativity, problem solving and robotics. Ozobot's STEM program will be introduced 

during classroom coding units so they can enhance their digitial skills as continue to 

evlove in this fast paced world of technology.

Jerilyn 

Lampert
2nd-5th $1,800 

$15,328 
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